Bone Morphogenetic Protein 3 (BMP3) Gene Variation in some Livestock Animals
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Abstract
Variation in Bone Morphogenetic Protein 3 (BMP3) genes in some selected livestock animals was assessed using sequences downloaded from the GenBank (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/). The analysis was carried out in 36 pair-wise comparisons where averages of 1277.780 sites were analyzed. Analysis at individual sites revealed a nucleotide diversity (Pi) of 0.566. Theta-W per sequence was 611.817 while Theta-W per site was 0.387. Gene flow estimates using haplotype data information showed Gst value as 0.013 while gene flow estimates using sequence data information revealed, Delta St of 0.131, and Gamma St of 0.270. Furthermore, Nst value was 0.00618 and Fst, -0.019. The highest genetic distance at the Bone Morphogenetic Protein 3 (BMP3) gene loci between the organisms under this study was that between chicken and sheep (85.00) and the lowest distance were seen between cattle and sheep (9.66). The dendogram revealed two major clusters. Chicken and goats were closely related at the Bone Morphogenetic Protein 3 (BMP3) gene locus and both were separated from the other cluster which comprises of cattle, sheep, and rabbit. This study has revealed vital information that will help in better understanding the relatedness in the functions of the bone morphogenetic protein 3 genes in these selected livestock animals.
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Introduction
The rapidly growing population of man means an increased demand for food, livestock product inclusive, to meet the nutritional needs of man and this has led to indiscriminate breeding of farm animals in a bid to improve productivity (Adebambo et al., 2011). The importance of livestock breeds in meeting the protein need of Nigeria cannot be over emphasized. To this end, livestock improvement has become one of the means of increasing meat and milk production and this can be achieved by a better understanding of the genetic make-up of these animals. Specific genes have been studied to understand their functions as well as the level of their polymorphism within and across breeds and species.

A genetic polymorphism study in domestic animals is aimed at evaluating genetic variation within and across breeds mainly for improvement and conservation purposes (Saleha, 2012). Bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) are seen in ovarian growth factors and play a central role in determining ovulation quota and litter size. Also, the understanding of the role of BMPs in reproduction assists in treatment of infertility and sterility in animals. Bone Morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) are multifunctional growth factors β (TGFβ) super family. They play major role in embryonic development and cellular functions in postnatal and adult animals (Chen et al., 2004).

Also, BMPs induce formation of both cartilages and bones, and non-osteogenic developmental process (Chen et al., 2004). The main objective of this study was to assess the variation in the Bone Morphogenetic Morphogenetic Protein 3 (BMP3) gene which is linked with bone formation in some selected livestock breeds to have more information.
needed for their improvement and conservation.

**Materials and Methods**

Both partial and complete sequences of Bone Morphogenetic Protein 3 (BMP3) genes for sheep, chicken, rabbits, goats and cattle were retrieved from the Genbank (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/genbank/). These sequences were aligned and edited to uniform length of bases using MEGA 4.0. Tools for Population Genetic Analyses (TFPGA) version 1.3 (Miller, 1997) and Mega 4.0 were then used to determine nucleotide diversity, number of polymorphic sites, average number of sites analyzed, average number of differences among the sequences analyzed as well as gene flow estimates. The analysis was carried out in 36 pair-wise comparisons where an average of 1277.780 sites was analyzed.

**Results**

From Table 1, the result of analysis in pair wise comparison showed an average number of nucleotide differences of 691.639 and a nucleotide diversity (Pi) of 0.539. Analysis at individual sites revealed 1580 analysed sites and 1491 number of polymorphic sites. Average number of nucleotide differences was 895.839 and nucleotide diversity was 0.566. Theta-W per sequence was 611.817 and Theta-W per site was 0.387. Gene flow estimates using haplotype data information showed Gst value as 0.013 whereas Nm was 18.00.

**Table 1: Variation in sequences of Bone Morphogenetic Protein 3 in selected livestock species**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Analysis in pair wise comparisons</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of pair wise comparisons:</td>
<td>36.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of sites analyzed:</td>
<td>1277.780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average number of differences:</td>
<td>691.639</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nucleotide diversity, Pi:</td>
<td>0.539</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Analyses at individual sites (column by column)**

| Number of sites analyzed: | 1580.000 |
| Number of polymorphic sites, S: | 1491.000 |
| Average number of differences: | 895.839 |
| Nucleotide diversity, Pi: | 0.566 |
| Theta-W per sequence: | 611.817 |
| Thete-W per site: | 0.387 |

Gene flow estimates using sequence data information, revealed Delta St as 0.131, Gamma St was 0.270 and Nm as 0.67. Also, Nst was 0.006 with a Nm of 40.20. However, Fst was -0.019 with an Nm of -13025 as shown in Table 2.

**Table 2: Gene flow estimates**

**Haplotype Data information**

| Gst: 0.01370 | Nm: 18.00 |

**Sequence Data Information**

| Delta St: 0.13107 | Gamma St: 0.27053 | Nm: 0.67 |
| Nst: 0.00618 | Nm: 40.20 |
| Fst: -0.01923 | Nm: -13025 |

As indicated in the Table 3, the genetic distance between rabbit and chicken at the bone marrow gene locus is 83.222, between rabbit and goat is 74.086, between rabbit and cattle is 14.460, between rabbit and sheep is 18.685. The genetic distance between goat and chicken is 19.622, between goat and cattle is 76.966 and between goat and sheep is 81.845.
Table 3. Pair wise genetic distance between these organisms at the bone marrow gene 3 locus

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Chicken</th>
<th>Rabbit</th>
<th>Goat</th>
<th>Cattle</th>
<th>Sheep</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chicken</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rabbit</td>
<td>83.222</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goat</td>
<td>19.622</td>
<td>74.086</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cattle</td>
<td>21.826</td>
<td>14.460</td>
<td>76.966</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheep</td>
<td>85.003</td>
<td>18.685</td>
<td>81.845</td>
<td>9.660</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The genetic distance between cattle and chicken is 21.826 and between cattle and sheep is 9.660. The dendogram below shows the cluster of the various species analyzed at the bone marrow gene 3 (Figure 1).
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**Figure 1**: Dendogram showing clusters of different species at the bone marrow locus.

The dendogram revealed two major clusters. Chicken and goats were closely related at the Bone Morphogenetic Protein 3 (BMP3) gene and both were separated from the other cluster that comprises cattle, sheep and rabbit.

**Discussion**

The average value of nucleotide diversity observed in this study is expected since the sequences of this gene under study were compared across species. This is confirmed by the number of differences in the sequences both when compared pair wise as well as at individual sites (column by column). Theta – W per sequence and site explained the difference between the mean number of pairwise differences and the number of segregating sites, each scaled so that they are expected to be the same in a neutrally evolving population of constant size (Tajima, 1989). Furthermore, the high level of polymorphic sites reported in this study as an indication of the level of diversity in this gene under study across the organisms considered.

A significant gene flow estimates were observed both from the haplotype and sequence data information. Gst which is an estimate that measures genetic differentiation is inversely proportional to gene flow. The low Gst values therefore recorded is explained by the level of polymorphism. FST was originally formulated to measure genetic distance using biallelic markers (Wright, 1969), but was generalized for multiple alleles (Nei, 1973), referred to as GST (although confusingly, the terms GST and FST are often used interchangeably. However, Hedrick (2005) and Meirmans and Hedrick (2011) have pointed...
out a difficulty in interpreting $G_{ST}$. With two populations and two alleles, $G_{ST}$ ranges from 0.0 to 1.0, as expected, with 0 representing no differences in allele frequencies between two populations and 1.0 indicating that the two populations are fixed for alternate alleles. The values for nucleotide diversity varies significantly from 0.106, 0.022 and 0.016 observed by Anila et al. (2014) for Capore, Dukati and Hasi goat breeds respectively. This also was higher than those reported of Lieshy et al. (2013), who reported 0.01152, 0.01131 and 0.1225 for three breeds of Tanzanian goats. $G_{ST}$ which is also called Nei’s coefficient of differentiation, equivalent to Fst of Wright was generally low. This may indicate that Bone Morphogenetic Protein 3 gene is not differentiated enough across these species.

The Fst values observed in this research is low. This implies that the measure of the difference in the allele frequency of this gene between the populations is low. Similar value was reported by Anila et al. (2014) for Capore breed of goat but different from -5.589 and -5.469 reported by Anila et al. (2014) for Dukati and Hasi breeds of goats. Gene flow means the movement of genes. In some cases, small fragments of DNA may pass from one individual directly into the germline of another, perhaps transduced by a pathogenic virus or other vector, or deliberately via a human transgenic manipulation (Mallet, 2001). If individuals of a species are clustered into distinct populations, gene flow between populations can be described as the product of the effective population size (N) and the proportion of migrants per generation (m). If populations are of similar size, then Nm describes the average number of individuals per generation migrating between populations (Wolf and Soltis, 1991).

The values recorded for Nm under the haplotype and sequence data information explains the level of gene flow across the livestock animals considered in this study. The significance of Nm was first considered for an island model by Wright (1969), who determined theoretically that if more than one individual migrates between populations every other generation (Nm > 0.5), different alleles at a locus in the two populations would not become fixed due to genetic drift. Thus, gene flow is the major determinant of population structure when Nm > 0.5 and significant genetic differentiation can result from genetic drift when Nm < 0.5 (Wolf and Soltis, 1991). $F_{ST}$ is the reduction in heterozygosity due to population structure or (for biallelic markers) the variance in allele frequencies among populations. The value of Fst recorded in this study shows a higher reduction in heterozygosity.

**Conclusion**

This study has been able to reveal the variation in Bone Morphogenetic Protein 3 (BMP3) genes in the livestock breeds studied. Also, the highest genetic distance was between sheep and chicken while the lowest genetic distance was between cattle and sheep. The information gathered from this study will help in better understanding the variability in the sequences Bone Morphogenetic Protein 3 (BMP3) genes among the species studied.
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